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Abstract 
De Matteis, A., J. Fichenauer-Herrmann and H. Grothe, Computation of critical distances within multiplica- 
tive congruential pseudorandom number sequences, Journal of Computational and Applied Mathematics 39 
(1992) 49-55. 
Multiplicative congruential pseudorandom number generators with prime moduli are considered. Recently, it 
has been shown by two of the authors (Eichenauer-Herrmann and Grothe (1989)) that terms located far apart 
in the generated sequences are strongly correlated. However, the critical distances between the terms were not 
obtained explicitly. Since a straight approach for computing them through tabulations cannot be used for large 
values of the modulus, an efficient method has been developed and is described in the present note. The 
resulting algorithm has been applied to several generators and tables of the most critical distances for two 
generators with large moduli are included. 
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1. Introduction and notation 
In the present note multiplicative congruential pseudorandom number generators 
y, =a l y,_, (mod p), I \<y, <p, n a 1, (1) 
are considered, where the modulus p is a (large) prime number, the multiplier a and the 
starting value y, are positive integers less than p, and the multiplier a is a primitive root 
modulo p, i.e., the generator (1) has maximal period length p - 1. For a positive integer s less 
than the period length p - 1, called hereafter “shift”, the set 
ps= {(Y,, Y,*+,)lO~n <P- 1) 
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is studied. Recently, it has been shown that critical values of s exist such that the points of the 
set P’ concentrate on very few parallel lines, thus denouncing strong correlations within the 
sequence of pseudorandom numbers (cf. [l-3]). If this happens for a small shift, then the 
sequence should be rejected. A large critical value of s, i.e., a long-range correlation, reduces 
the length of the usable sequence. In this last case one may still have a good sequence, but 
shorter than expected in many applications. The knowledge of the set of critical shifts is 
therefore useful for evaluating the randomness and the usable length of the sequence. 
In Section 2 a characterization of these critical shifts is stated which has been derived in [3]. 
This characterization is included for the sake of completeness. Unfortunately, the critical shifts 
of a multiplicative congruential generator were not explicitly given in [3]. In particular the 
problem arises that one has to calculate certain indices to the base a modulo p. Obviously, a 
straight approach of tabulating the indices can be used at most for moderate values of the 
modulus p. In ordz to overcome this difficulty, an efficient method for computing the critical 
shifts has been developed which is described in the present paper. The application of the 
resulting algorithm leads to a considerable reduction of the computational effort and even for 
large values of p all critical shifts can be obtained within an acceptable amount of time. The 
theoretical foundation of this method is given in Section 2, whereas the algorithm is described 
in Section 3. This algorithm has been applied to the multiplicative congruential generator with 
a =7” and ~=2~’ - 1. This generator has been recommended in [5] and is included in a 
subroutine library [6] for the IBM 3090 VF. Moreover, the generator with a = 71971110 957 370 
and ~=2~‘- 115, proposed in [4], has been examined. The results of this analysis are 
presented in Section 4. 
2. Theoretical considerations 
corresponding set P, lie on at most L parallel 
L’ <p. First of all, it follows from the results in 
the integer (Y, with 
a=a’ (mod p), 2<a<p, 
can be written in the form 
h-p+P 
a= 
Y ’ 
A method will be described for determining all shifts s such that the points of the 
lines, where L is a given positive integer with 
[3] that these shifts are exactly those for which 
(2) 
(3) 
for integers p, y and A with p # 0,O G A < y, gcd(p, y) = 1, and 
IPl+y-l<L. (4) 
(Note that l/3 I+ y - 1 is the number of parallel lines which cover the corresponding set P’.> 
Hence, for any integer a! of the form (3) the corresponding shift s which satisfies (2) has to be 
determined. Since a is a primitive root modulo p for any integer ar with a! f 0 (mod p), the 
nonnegative integer s = S(CY) <p - 1 with 
a ‘(=) = cr (mod p) 
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is uniquely determined. In number theory s is called the index (or logarithm) of (Y to the base a 
modulo p. Obviously, s( 1) = 0, s( - 1) = f< p - 1), and 
S(LY~ - CQ) =~(a,) +S(CQ) (mod p - l), (5) 
for integers cyI, cy2 f 0 (mod p). Now, let 1 p 1 =pfl l l l p+ and y =p[l l l l 32 be the prime 
factorizations of 1 p 1 and y, respectively, where p 1,. . . , p, and fi,, . . . , j& are prime numbers 
less than or equal to L according to (4). Then for an integer a! of the form (3), i.e., CY l y = p 
(mod p), it follows from (5) that 
~(+s(sgn(@)+ f&s(pi)- f&s(h) (mod p-l). (6) 
i=l i=l 
Therefore all critical shifts S(Q) for integers a! of the form (3) which satisfy the restriction (4) 
can be computed easily by means of (6) when the prime shifts s(q) for all prime numbers q G L 
have been determined. To this end a system of linear equatio;:s modulo p - 1 for these 
quantities and some auxiliary variables is built up and solved. The details of this method are 
given in the following section. 
3. The algorithm 
Let ql,..., qN denote the prime numbers less than or equal to L. The aim is to determine 
the numbers s(q,), . . . , s(qN) with as@‘) = qi (mod p) and 0 < S( qi) <p - 1, i = 1,. . . , N. Let 
xi =~(qi), i = 1,. . . , N, and x = (x1,. . . , xJT. The idea of the algorithm is the following. 
First, try to factorize consecutive powers of a modulo p into the primes q,, . . . , qN. If such a 
factorization of a power A of a is possible, then an equation of the form 
N 
I-I q? E a” (mod P), 
i = 1 
for some nonnegative integers 8 1, . . . , S,, is obtained. This yields 
” = a” (mod p), 
i=l 
which is equivalent to 
i.e., 
N 
D (Xi= A (mod p - l), 
i zz 1 
T~.x=A (mod p- ‘1, 
with I=(&,..., S,,,lT. Finally this leads to a sequence of equations of the form 
N 
Es ki Oxi =hk (mod p-l), k=lJ ,..., 
i=l 
i.e., 
+-.XE A, (mod p - 1), k = 1, 2,. . ., 
c’, 
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with q =&,..... S,,)‘. Later on, these equations will be combined in such a way that the 
unique solution for s,, . . . . x,, in the set (0, 1, . . . , p - 2) is determined. This is done by a 
modiiied Gaussian algorithm with column exchange in order to avoid pivots not prime to p - 1. 
The idea of this algorithm is the following. 
After m - 1 steps equations of the form 
+nc-i)T.X 
J 0 
= 0 ,..., 0 1 0 ,..., 0 P--) 
( , , ’ JO(,,I) ‘*==’ 
p-1) .x 
jo(N) 1 
u+n-I) (mod p- 1) 
t 
jth position 
for j= l,...,m - 1 have been obtained, i.e., 
1 
. . . 
0 
0 
1 
1 
p-1) . 
lo(m) 
. . h’l” - 1) 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
A’,“_,” 
(mod P - I), 
where o=(a(l),..., a(N)) is the permutation vector of the indices (recording the column 
exchanges). The rnth step begins by adding to the previous m - 1 equations another one 
belonging to sequence (7!, say, the k th equation 
Then set 
m-1 
7;. 4- T/, - Es d’+‘) (mod p - 1) kdi) J 
j=l 
m-l 
A; + A, - C Ska(j). h(,m-” (mod p - l), 
j=l 
which yields 
~i.x=(O ,..., O,S,&nl) ,..., 6;,,,,).~=& (mod p-l). 
If no index j’ with m <j’ < N exists for which gCd(6;,(j.,, p - 1) = 1, then the kth equation of 
sequence (7) is discarded and the last operations are repeated by taking into account the 
5 k + 11th one. Otherwise exchange c(m) and a( j’) and multiply the vector r; by 8,-b~j~~, where 
z-’ denotes the unique element of the set { 1, 2,. . . , p - 2) with z .z-l = 1 (mod p - 1) for 
integers z which are relatively prime to p - 1. (Note that z-l can be computed by using the 
Euclidean algorithm.) This implies that 
NT 
3-k ‘r= (0 ,. . . ,O, 1, 6;1,(,+1,, . . ., ii&,,) .x = A’;, (mod p - 1). 
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Now set 72) + T{, A(“‘) + Ai, and 
+tn) + 
J 
+tn-- 1) _ q--f). ?;on), 
J 
h’i’n) t h’i”- l) - @$-f) . A(,;), 
for j = 1, . . . , m - 1, which yields 
‘1 #tn) ’ l l Iu(m + I) #In) \ Is(N) 
\I?11 A, 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
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(mod p - 1). 
After N steps one ends up with x,(~) = A’iN’, i.e., xi = A$?Q,, for j = 1,. . . , N. These ideas are 
summarized in the following algorithm. 
(1) Set m t 1, A + 0, k + 0. 
(2) Repeat A + A + 1 until a” (mod p) can be factorized into the primes ql,. . . , qN. 
(3) Set k + k + 1. Set Tk and h, according to (7). 
(4) Do the mth step of the modified Gaussian algorithm. If no index j’ with m ~j’ < N 
exists for which gCd(6;gtj.,, p - 1) = 1, then go to step (2). 
(5) Set m + m + 1. If m < iV, then go to step (2). 
(6) output of x. 
4. Applications 
In the first example the multiplicative congruential generator 
y, = 75 .yn_r (mod 231 - l), n 2 1, 
is studied. This generator has been recommended in [S] and is included in a subroutine library 
[6] for the IBM 3090 VF. In Table 1 the 20 smallest critical shifts s(a) for integers cy of the 
form (3) with G = I,6 ] + y - 1 < 100 are given. This table was built up with the help of (6) and 
the first 50 prime shifts which were computed in approximately 26 CPU-seconds on a 
Hewlett-Packard HP9000/370SRX UNIX workstation. The program based on the algorithm 
of Section 3 was written in the programming language C. 
In the second example the multiplicative congruential generator 
y, = 7197111095’1370~y,__, (mod 247 - 115), n >, 1, 
is considered. This generator has been proposed in [4]. In Table 2 again the 20 smallest critical 
shifts s(a) for integers a of the form (3) with G < 100 are given. In this example the first 75 
prime shifts were computed in approximately 1457 CPU-seconds. 
In both examples there exist relatively small critical shifts which reduce the length of the 
usable sequence. In particular, taking into account the computing power of the IBM 3090 W 
the generator in the first example seems to be inadequate for large-scale problems. 
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Table 1 
a B Y s(a) G 
223 115 18-l -s 77 642 55 1 84 
1932 73s qp __ _ -3 10 1718509 12 
1 97 2292778 97 
-26 49 2534241 74 
-7 41 2923511 47 
86 5 3 045 887 90 
-2 
89 3 227 954 93 
25 3547379 88 
-54 11 3 940 693 64 
23091 ‘)-?q _a_ -1 93 4 245 743 93 
-37 4 5 962 597 40 
19 44 6357435 62 
78 19 7 155 227 96 
4 39 7911989 42 
-76 23 8608741 98 
631612834 -57 17 8775510 73 
1917396116 73 28 8913614 100 
1342177290 85 8 8 965 237 92 
447392429 61 24 9084569 84 
423447480 22 71 9 188477 92 
Table 2 
a P Y s(a) G 
i iQ 737488 355 137 
103701307209 100 
105 553 116266426 
55071191095520 
125765415 125936 
92 637 334 107 229 
98089764611208 
64 159737338406 
69286148113336 
58 354 568 342 404 
63 18826CO77S5! 
1090?1553475291 
2.5 925 326 SO2 276 
6 
61572651155405 
134 4S2 4SS 872 758 
78 187493530682 
138697S14610935 
98516241848658 
72545697090316 
-76 1 
-82 19 
65 4 
43 23 
46 47 
15 79 
-35 33 
c 
2i 
68 
65 
-57 41 
13 49 
37 40 
-3 38 
6 1 
-11 16 
-49 45 
73 9 
31 69 
,s? 1C 
2 97 
2010935339 76 
34900394323 100 
82812004439 68 
129630967501 65 
136472576561 92 
137 155 881607 93 
216616276754 67 
239615 128281 72 
304082496014 88 
351994 106 130 97 
368710 185602 61 
375 469 662 420 76 
384 883 565 114 40 
386894500453 6 
390407624323 26 
417 732 729 603 93 
500873 166390 81 
595 339 828 123 99 
601228 180710 98 
603 034 636 105 98 
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